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A plush and upmarket home at Trivandrum
Flat No: 3D at Asset Orchestra located in Kazhakootam, Trivandrum the IT Hub of Kerala is home to 
a young IT Professional couple. The main theme used by Asset Homes Interiors and Customization 
Team while designing this apartment was neat, modern and uncluttered classy space. The result is 
posh, cosy apartment functional as well as pleasing to the eyes.

Entrance foyer and Pooja Shelf
The entrance foyer has a backlit meditating budha poster with a sleek pebble court in the bottom. 
The zen Buddha display sets the tone of the home the minute you enter the apartment. A shoe rack 
storage is also provided near the entrance with wall mounts for small figurines.
The pooja shelf with spotlights is aesthetically designed and placed in the living room.



The breakfast counter in the kitchen facing the dining space is the main highlight of this unit. The 
counter has been tastefully designed using CnC backlit panels. Louvres and 2 shelves are also provided 
for storage. The kitchen is fully loaded with hood n hob, ample modular storage in the form of over and 
under counter cabinets in color scheme of white and natural ash wood color. 

Kitchen& Dining Area

Bedrooms & Wardrobes

Staying true to the overall theme of the home, the wardrobes , TV unit in the main bedroom is all 
designed homogeneously using a light texture ash wood colour scheme.
The wardrobes are provided with full-length mirrors and dressers keeping in view the functionality 
aspect.
False ceiling with cove lighting is provided in all rooms to achieve diffused illumination and a cosy 
vibe.
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Team behind design and execution: Mr. Thambi P Bose, Ms. Sukanya, and Mr. Sivaprasad.
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designed homogeneously using a light texture ash wood colour scheme.
The wardrobes are provided with full-length mirrors and dressers keeping in view the functionality 
aspect.
False ceiling with cove lighting is provided in all rooms to achieve diffused illumination and a cosy 
vibe.

"We were on the lookout for an apartment 

near Kazhakootam preferably with a view of 

the Arabian Sea. Little did we know initially 

about Asset Builders. We had almost 

finalized an apartment with another builder 

and that is when we saw an Ad in the 

newspaper about Asset's upcoming project 

called Orchestra. We decided to pause our 

purchase to see what they had to offer!

Certain deviations in life happen for a good 

reason and this was certainly one of them! 

After seeing the quality of construction and finishes at one of the newly completed apartments at Asset 

Lineage, our decision to turn a new leaf with Asset was more sure footed.

Even though there were certain delays, due to the unavoidable pandemic situation Asset kept their word 

and delivered what they promised. A fantastic apartment finished and equipped in the best possible way!

Another crucial decision to go with the interiors of Asset turned out to be truly delightful. The execution was 

done in such a way that it matched the initial renders provided, to almost 95%! The work delivered by 

Mr. Thampi sir and his team is remarkable! 

They paid heed to every demand that we put forth. We have not seen such level of dedication and 

cooperation when it comes to listening to customer's demands.

Special thanks Mr. Prakash (Resigned), Mrs. Indu, Mr. Rajesh and Mr. Thampi for doing their part in an extra 

ordinary way!

To summarize we could not have asked for anything more! We are extremely happy to be building our asset 

with Asset Homes!!"

Proud owners of 13 D , Mr. Nagarajan S & Mrs. Richa Iyer


